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Abstract. Considering human body vertical motion, vehicle body vertical motion, pitch movement and vertical jump
of front and rear wheels, a five-degree-of-freedom vehicle model is established to study basic driving characteristics
of the vehicle. Using Fourier transform method, acceleration power spectral density of the seat and the mean square
value curves of seat vertical weighted acceleration are obtained by numerical simulation. Combined with comfort
provision standards, the influence of vehicle model parameters and speed on seat acceleration power spectral density
and vertical root-mean-square value of seat weighted acceleration are analyzed. Results show that the stiffness and
damping of the seat have no significant effect on seat acceleration power spectral density, and seat acceleration PSD
increases with increasing front or rear suspension stiffness, but it decreases with increasing front or rear suspension
damping. It should also be concluded that the model stiffness and the mean square value of seat vertical weighted
acceleration present positive correlation in general, but seat vertical weighted acceleration decrease first and then
increase when model damping increase. Such analysis results can provide reference for the parameter optimization
design of the automobile.

1 Introduction
Vehicle ride comfort is a major aspect of evaluating
vehicle comfort properties. Commonly, 1/4 three degrees
of freedom vehicle model does not take into account
body pitching motion, vehicle sports performance does
not reflect fully [1]. Therefore, it must to establish a
multi-degree-of-freedom vehicle model, which can better
reflect human, vehicle body and wheels vibration.
Many literatures have studied on a five-degree-offreedom (5-DOF) vehicle model. Xiaoliang Li analyzed
5-DOF vibration of automobile ride comfort using
pseudo-excitation method [2]. Lijun Zhang studied the
non-stationary dynamics and control of 5-DOF vehicle
[3]. Zhigang Huang analyzed 5-DOF mini-car vibration
using calculation method [4]. Lixin Guo analyzed vehicle
vibration in Changeable Speeds [5]. Jie Li found a kind
of new method used for analyzing random vibration of
vehicles [6]. But those studies did not analyze the effect
of model parameter values on seat acceleration PSD and
seat vertical root-mean-square value of weighted
acceleration. Therefore, a 5-DOF vehicle vibration model
which stochastic road surface excitation is conducted as
the main source of vehicle vibration is established in this
paper, and the ride comfort of the passengers is analyzed
by frequency-domain simulation.

As the vehicle suspension parts such as springs, shock
absorbers and tires are symmetrical, a 5-DOF vehicle
models used to describe automotive car vibration, which
is shown in Figure 1, is established considering the manchair plane.

Figure 1. The 5-DOF vehicle model

In Figure 1, Z s , Z b , Z1 and Z 3 are the vertical
displacement of seat, vehicle body, front, rear wheels. Z p
is body pitch angle displacement. q1  t  , q3  t  are the

2 The 5-DOF vehicle model

front and rear wheels of road surface roughness. M s , M b ,
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According to random theory, power spectral density
of the vibration response can be obtained

M 1 , M 3 are human-seat mass, vehicle body mass, front
suspension mass, rear suspension mass, and their values
are respectively 70 kg, 1100 kg, 50 kg, 65kg. I y , K s ,

Gx  f 

K f , K r , K tf , Ktr are body moment inertia, seat stiffness,
front suspension stiffness, rear suspension stiffness, front
tyre stiffness and rear tyre stiffnessˈand their values are
respectively 1840kg.m2, 12000N/m, 17600N/m, 22300
N/m, 180000N/m and 180000N/m. Cs , C f , Cr are
damping coefficients of the seat, the front suspension,
rear suspension, and their values are respectively 1250
Ns/m, 1500Ns/m, 1700Ns/m. L1 , L2 , x1 are horizontal
distance from body center mass to the front axle, the
horizontal distance from body mass to the rear axle,
horizontal distance from body center mass to the seat, and
their values are respectively 1.30m, 1.15m, 0.779m.
According to the Lagrangian method, the differential
equations of the system can be given by
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Table 1. Relationship between awk and human feelings.
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Weighted acceleration
RMS awk m/s2

Human subjective
feelings

<0.315

Comfortable
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0

A little uncomfortable

0.5 ~1.0

Quite uncomfortable

0.8 ~1.6

uncomfortable

1.25~2.5

,

>2.0

Very uncomfortable
Extremely uncomfortable

We choose the C level pavement, and the vehicle
speed is v 20m/s . Using 4-order Runge-Kutta method,
we can get the frequency domain response comparison
graphs as shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2(a-b), the seat
acceleration PSD has a tendency increase with the
increase of front and rear suspension stiffness, the
frequency of peak also increase, and the influence of
front suspension stiffness take a larger proportion than
back suspension stiffness. According to the calculation
formula of seat natural frequency, we can get the natural
frequency is 2.085Hz. In order to avoid the resonance of
seats, front and back suspension, the stiffness can’t be
increased without any limit. But if the suspension
stiffness of front and back is too small, it will lead to
increase the suspension dynamic trip so that the
passengers will feel uncomfortable. In Figure 2(c-d), the
seat acceleration PSD will reduce with the increase of
front and rear suspension damping. But the larger front
and back suspension damping maybe leads the
passengers to sustain more impact vibration, so
suspension damping should be not too big. In Figure 2(e-

wheelbase.

3 Seat acceleration PSD
Using Fourier transform method to derive system
response power spectral density, we can get
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where,  is circular frequency, Z   is Fourier trasform of displacement vector Z  , q   is Fourier
transform of road vectors q , j

(3)

The relationship between the total weighted
acceleration RMS value and human subjective feelings is
shown in Table 1[7, 8].
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, where q1  t  , q3  t  is front and rear wheel road
displacement;  is road roughness coefficient; V is
vehicle speed;   t  is white noise;  2 is time delay; L is
2
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vibration responses when  2πf , Gq  f  is power
spectral density of the road. Seat vertical mean square
value of weighted acceleration awk can be calculated by
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f), the increasing of seat stiffness and damping have a
little effect on the seat acceleration PSD, except for the
resonance frequency area which should avoid.

(f) The influence of the seat damping
Figure 2. Parameter’s influence on seat acceleration PSD

4 Seat weighted acceleration RMS

(a) The influence of the front suspension stiffness

The influence of vehicle parameters and speed on the root
mean square value of weighted acceleration of the seat is
analyzed in Figure 3.

(b) The influence of the rear suspension stiffness

(a) The influence of the seat stiffness

(c) The influence of the front suspension damping
(b) The influence of the seat damping

(d) The influence of the rear suspension damping
(c) The influence of the front suspension stiffness

(d) The influence of the rear suspension stiffness

(e) The influence of the seat stiffnes
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first and then increases as shown in Figure 3(b), (e) and
(f). With increasing the stiffness of front and rear tyre,
awk increases first and then decreases as shown in Figure
3(g) and (h). Referred to table 1, the suitable vehicle
parameter ranges and the suitable vehicle speed range can
be obtained according to the comfort requirements of the
passengers. The above analysis results can provide the
reference for the vehicle’s parameter optimization design.
(e) The influence of the front suspension damping

5 Conclusions
Considered the stochastic road surface excitation, a 5DOF vehicle model is established to study basic driving
characteristics of the vehicle. The acceleration power
spectral density of the seat and the mean square value
curves of seat vertical weighted acceleration are obtained
at different system parameters by numerical simulation.
Combined with the comfort provision standards
ISO2631-1:1997(E), the influence of vehicle model
parameters and speed on seat acceleration power spectral
density and vertical root-mean-square value of seat
weighted acceleration are analyzed. Results show that the
stiffness and damping of the seat have no significant
effect on seat acceleration power spectral density, and
seat acceleration PSD increases with increasing front or
rear suspension stiffness, but it decreases with increasing
front or rear suspension damping. It should also be
concluded that the model stiffness and the mean square
value of seat vertical weighted acceleration present
positive correlation in general, but seat vertical weighted
acceleration decrease first and then increase when model
damping increase. The suitable vehicle parameter ranges
and the suitable vehicle speed range can be obtained
according to the comfort requirements of the passengers.
Such analysis results can provide the reference for the
vehicle’s parameter optimization design.

(f) The influence of the rear suspension damping

(g)The influence of the front tyre stiffness
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